
Paddington Children’s Centre (Uniting) is an 80-place service operational from 7.30am to 6pm, on Gadigal Land in
Paddington, Sydney. Located in a highly urbanised area, the Centre is walking distance from Centennial Parklands
and The Paddington Reservoir, with much natural flora growing along their street and surrounding community. 

Paddington Children’s Centre (PCC) have been venturing ‘Beyond the Kindy Gates’ for over 20 years. For teacher and
educational leader Sarah Marksman, the advocacy for nature play began with a personal love of nature. It started
simply – with children digging in the dirt, stick drawing, jumping in puddles. As confidence and knowledge evolved,
educators started taking street walks and visiting Strong Reserve (aka ‘the grassy knoll’) and nearby patches of green
space. Then later the longer walk to Centennial Park. They would regularly visit the same part of the park, providing
familiarity for children and studying the changes of seasons. As an inner-city service, ‘going out in nature’ is not a
rugged bushland experience. Yet, children find wonder in everyday things, like the strength of a weed pushing
through mortar. They experience nature as something tangible and interrelated with their local environment. 

Before going beyond the Kindy gates teachers would talk about behaviour and the importance of keeping everyone
safe. They will have a chat about leaving toys behind, holding hands while we walk, road safety, and staying close
together as a group. Children can then make the choice of whether to come along (never had a no yet!).

In 2017, through the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council, PCC connected with Koori Cultural Educator,Uncle
Jimmy. We then together began ‘Venturing beyond the Kindy Gates’ out in the fresh air and sunshine, in Centennial
Park, and The Paddington Reservoir. Meandering down Gordon Street, pausing to listen, and gaze skywards to the fig
trees and paperbarks. It was on these walks connecting with nature through all our senses together on Country, with
Uncle Jimmy sharing local Koori culture, that the children’s and teachers’ knowledge and understandings were
nurtured and deepened. With this increased cultural competence, we also gained a new confidence in sharing,
through our documentation (with permission from Uncle Jimmy) this new ‘learning’ with families and other children
in the centre. Children also sharing their experiences of connecting with nature (physically and emotionally) and
stories of Koori Culture with their friends and family. 

In the words of Uncle Jimmy “Bringing the community together, Mind, Body and Spirit through the culture of the land
with PCC at the centre of the universe”.

When COVID restrictions came in, it reduced the staff’s ability to go beyond the gates. Other opportunities to explore
a connection with nature were introduced, ‘bringing nature in’ through digital form, and consciously collected leaves,
sticks, banksias…… Also turning their attention to the internal green spaces, noticing a lot more nature was growing
inside the kindy gates or sometimes blown in on the wind. 

What are two main challenges and how have you overcome them? 
 
One of the main challenges is the legalities involved in going outside the centre. It is important that you do a proper
risk assessment and that the experience is safe, but it does remove some of the spontaneity e.g. puddle jumping
after an unexpected rainfall. If you have done some forward planning, it reduces the missed opportunities. We have
had to consider children with special rights and different risk mitigation strategies. For example, for one child we
sought to include found it difficult to follow safety guidelines, so we invited their parent to come along with the
group. With the parent involvement we were able to support this child’s inclusion. The parent also saw how much the
child enjoyed and benefited from this experience and continued it outside the Centre learning. 

For another group of children with high energy levels and attention challenges, ‘being with nature’ led to positive
changes in group behaviour and connectedness. Given the opportunity to run free, climb and jump, rather than
arguing over equipment the dynamics of the group changed to supportive and cooperative. Manifesting in positive
emotional wellbeing and strengthening friendships as they celebrated each other’s successes at tree climbing and
rock jumping.

Another challenge for inner city nature exploring is toileting! We carefully plan our walks and have a route that
provides an opportunity for a toilet stop if needed. Sometimes we just take short walks nearby.

What advice would you give other educators looking to take children outside in nature? 

It is something that should be happening for all children, it is every child’s right. It is really important for children’s
physical and mental health to get them outside and it is part of a holistic program, nurturing children’s connections
with nature through experience. Start small if you are nervous, open your eyes to nature experiences where you are.
Find your champion and connect with people that are passionate. 
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